Job advertisement
STADA IT Solutions has been established with a goal to provide IT services to entire STADA Group Worldwide.

Head of Global Data Hub (f/m/d)

Your responsibilities will include:










Lead and develop a team of 5-10 BI Consultants, Data Engineers and Data Architects
Define requirements for evolution of our data architecture and collaborate with data engineers and
data architects to implement them
Build the new data hub as the single point of truth for STADA
Shape, operate and assure quality of an analytical data warehouse Make data available to
stakeholders in an easy way, so they can operate their part of the business
Support business projects from the idea to go-live and further optimizations
Standardize, document and govern metrics and data structures for diverse business areas
Optimize the data and data science infrastructure with regard to performance, versioning and data
field catalogs
Be the first point of contact for the business regards data and data access
Establish a future proof state of the art data architecture

Your qualifications:












Bachelor's degree in computer science, business administration, engineering or a related discipline
with an information technology focus
Proven track record in shaping a modern data architecture
Experience in building a data hub
Experience in data visualization tools (e.g. Tableau, Power BI).
Experience in leading IT Teams
Knowledge and experience in data processing languages
High confidence in handling structured and unstructured data sources in
big data ecosystems (e.g. Azure tool stack)
Outstanding analytical and problem-solving capabilities with the
right level of pragmatism
Ability to communicate and collaborate closely with business
departments
Entrepreneurial and Service mind-set, good sense of humor
and strong personality
Fluent in Serbian and English; German language skill is a plus

Job advertisement
STADA IT Solutions has been established with a goal to provide IT services to entire STADA Group Worldwide.

Experience in the following areas is an advantage:



Knowhow of SAP Business Warehouse and BI
Data extraction from SAP ERP systems

If you are interested in the vacancy in our parent company STADA, please send your applications to the
following e-mail: jobs@stadaitsolutions.com

